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**Synopsis**

In this collection of animal tales, the reader will meet clever Rabbit, hungry Fox, vain Buzzard, smart Chipmunk and a young Boy, who finds love with a family of bears. These tales celebrate the tradition of storytelling with glorious depictions of nature and humorous accounts of lessons learned. Full color.
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**Customer Reviews**

Bruchac's smooth yet distinctive reading voice, his excellent "animal" character voices, a sprinkling of songs, drumming, and rattles, and vivid stories make this a favorite of an almost 4 year old AND his 40-year-old mom -- especially the title story, which is moving without being sentimental. A very minor quibble is that Bruchac's voice occasionally "catches" as if he's stopping for breath at a line break. P.S. We liked this tape much better than the Navaho one in the series.

Great stories collected in this book. My four-year old really enjoys them.
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